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Abstract—Fab-level discrete-event simulation is an important
practical tool for the analysis and optimization of semiconductor
wafer fabricators. In such facilities, a clustered photolithography
tool (CPT) is by far the most expensive tool and often the capac-
ity bottleneck. In this paper, we consider linear, affine, flow line,
and detailed models of CPTs for use in fab-level simulation. We
develop extensions to affine and flow line models and demon-
strate exactly how to convert raw CPT data into the various
models. Using a detailed CPT model based on industry data as
the baseline, numerical experiments are conducted to test the
models’ fidelity for cycle time, lot residency time, and throughput.
We also compare the computational burden of each model class.
Further simulations are conducted to test the models’ robust-
ness to changing fab conditions, e.g., when lot size or train size
changes. Flow line models are shown to be more accurate and
robust than linear or affine models and require approximately
200 times less computation than detailed models.

Index Terms—Fab-level simulation, clustered photolithogra-
phy tools, affine models, flow line, throughput and cycle time
models.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE TO their high cost, wafer fabrication facilities (fabs)
must be well designed, operated efficiently and any

changes to operating practices should be carefully consid-
ered. Fab-level simulation is an essential decision support
technology to help pursue these objectives, see [1], [2], and
has been used in many contexts. In particular, fab sim-
ulation with detailed AMHS models has been considered
in [1] and [3]–[5]. Studies of fab behavior in relation to
changes in the number of wafers per lot (lot size) were
conducted in [6] and [7]. Efforts to reduce cycle time were
pursued in [8] and [9]. There are many others that focus on
wafer release policies, production control policies, batching,
setups, product mix, etc.

Though fab-level simulation comprises many compo-
nents, our focus is on equipment models for clustered
photolithography tools (CPTs). These tools can cost as much
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as U.S. $120 million [10]. CPTs are typically the fabricator
bottleneck and contribute significantly to fab cycle time.

A. Equipment Models of CPTs

Numerous CPT models have been considered for fab sim-
ulation and optimization. We study the following.

• Linear models assume the per wafer production rate is
constant (possibly a function of the wafer class).

• Affine models incorporate the so called first wafer delay
into linear models. The first wafer production rate of each
lot is considered separately from the other wafers.

• Flow line models include some details of the tool behavior
but ignore wafer handling robots.

• Detailed models include process modules, wafer buffers,
setups, wafer handling robots, and robot control policies.

Linear models have been used to study recipe dedication
in CPTs in an ASIC fab model [11] and for litho machine
scheduling [12]. Affine models are the basic equipment model
provided in the industry standard fab simulation software
AutoSched AP and have been used in optimization studies for
CPTs in [13]. Flow line models of CPTs have been used for
optimization, e.g., [14]–[17], simulation, e.g., [18] and [19]
and analysis, e.g., [20] and [21]. Detailed models of CPTs
have been used for wafer transport robot scheduling,
e.g., [22] and [23].

There are other models that could be applied to the mod-
eling of CPTs. Aggregation or lumped parameter models
subsume unknown or random events into a few parameters,
see [19], [24]–[27]. As our focus is on CPTs, whose internal
workings are largely deterministic relative to the issues con-
sidered in the lumped parameter models, we will not consider
such models here. There are numerous random events that
occur internal to CPTs; we will model some of them. Note
that we are focusing on equipment models of CPTs and their
comparative performance, and not on tool scheduling.

B. Features of Equipment Models

In all models, there is a fundamental tradeoff between
fidelity and complexity, see [1], [28]. Simulation models with
greater detail, such as flow line models, may be more expres-
sive and provide greater accuracy but require more modeling
effort and longer computation times.

Obtaining and transforming the data needed to parameterize
a model is not trivial. As the training data is reflective of
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Fig. 1. Layout of a CPT.

a particular instance of wafers per lot and product mix, models
can be inaccurate when used outside of the training conditions.

Equipment models should be accurate yet expressive, com-
putationally tractable, and robust to changes in input data.

C. Contribution and Organization

In this paper, we investigate equipment models of clustered
photolithography tools (CPTs) for use in fab-level simulation.
We conduct simulations to compare their fidelity, computation
times, and robustness. While the models considered in this
paper are not new (we do extend them), to our knowledge,
a detailed comparison of such models has not been conducted
in the literature. For CPTs, we

• develop generalized affine models;
• propose a method to compute module processing times

for flow line models when they are unknown;
• characterize exactly how to parameterize each model;
• conduct simulations on the fidelity, computation times,

and robustness of the models; and
• compare the models.
We hope the results will be of use when selecting which

CPT model to use for fab-level simulation and optimization.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe

our CPT system and our detailed baseline simulation model.
Linear and affine models are discussed in Section III. Flow
line models are discussed in Section IV. The numerical exper-
iments are described in Section V. Results are provided in
Section VI. Concluding remarks are provided in Section VII.

Some of these results appeared in conference form [29].
There are many new concepts, details and simulations here.

II. CPT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The goal of a CPT is to transfer a pattern from a patterned
mask (reticle) onto the surface of wafers. This is accomplished
via three logical sections within the tool: the pre-scan pro-
cesses, the scanner, and the post-scan processes. Here we
describe the CPT model we will use for our studies.

A. Process Flow

Fig. 1 depicts a CPT based on actual data from the semi-
conductor industry [22]. Each of the four load ports can hold
a lot of wafers, which enter and exit the CPT via the wafer
indexer. This CPT consists of four clusters, each with its own
single-armed wafer transport robot. There are several pro-
cesses: hot plates (HP/HHP), low-pressure adhesions (LPAH),
cold plates (CP), spin coaters (SC), post exposure bake hot

TABLE I
PROCESS FLOW FOR THREE CLASSES OF WAFERS IN OUR CPT

plates (PEB), edge exposures (EE), and spin developers (SD).
Some operations have multiple dedicated modules. In between
the first three clusters are interface buffers (IF) which can hold
at most one wafer. There is a pre-scan buffer (labeled STK for
stacker) between the third cluster and the scanner, which can
hold up to 16 wafers.

The process flows for three different classes of wafers are
provided in Table I as TARC #1, TARC #2, and BARC. TARC
and BARC stand for top anti-reflective coating and bottom
anti-reflective coating, respectively. Wafers proceed from one
operation in their flow to the next using the wafer trans-
port robot, which has a pick/place time of one second and
move time of three seconds. At each operation, wafers may
be served by any one of the listed process modules with the
respective process time (PT). The buffers IF and STK are
used as required. The indexer is modeled as a single mod-
ule process with zero process time. Inside the tool, the robot
actions are dictated by the longest waiting pair (LWP) policy;
see [16], [23]. This robot scheduling policy achieves optimal
steady-state throughput for the process flows.

We use a previously constructed detailed discrete-event sim-
ulation model (DS) of this CPT configuration from [16]. This
model contains all of the details of the CPT that we have
described above, such as the redundancy of process modules,
recipe data, robot move times, and the robot policy.

B. Lot Description

As many as 25 wafers are grouped into batches called lots.
Each lot consists of wafers of the same class (this can be
easily generalized). Lots enter the tool in a FIFO manner (it
is easy to reorder them in the queue to model different dispatch
policies). Wafers are admitted to the tool as soon as the tool
is ready. All process modules for each operation may serve
only one wafer class at a time. This prevents overtaking and
contamination. The STK may hold several wafer classes.

Setups may be required between different lots. There are
many possible types of setups, including full track, reticle
alignment, pre-scan track, post-scan track, rolling setups and
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so on. We focus on two cases: 1) reticle alignment setups only
and 2) separate pre-scan track and reticle alignment setups,
which will be described subsequently. We ignore post-scan
track setups as the scanner setup times are often longer than
the post-scan setup time (and post-scan setups may not be
required due to similarities in post-scan processes).

A reticle alignment at the scanner may be required for the
first wafer of a lot. This ensures that the pattern is properly
aligned. While it may be conducted when changing lot class,
reticle alignment may also be conducted for every lot to ensure
quality. Based on industry data, this setup is assumed to be
uniformly distributed in the range [210, 260] for every lot.

The pre-scan track setup is conducted only when the next
lot is of a different class. The lot of a new class, upon arrival to
the tool, must wait until all pre-scan processes are empty. The
pre-scan track setup then commences. Once it is complete, the
first wafer of the new lot enters the first process. This setup is
assumed to be uniformly distributed in the range [240, 420].

C. Metrics

Our primary metrics of interest are lot cycle time (CT), lot
residency time (LRT), lot throughput time (TT), and compu-
tation time. For lot i, let CTi, LRTi, and TTi denote the first
three, respectively. We define ai, Si, and Ci as the time instants
at which lot i arrives at the tool queue, starts processing on
the tool, and completes processing on the tool, respectively.
For lots 1, 2,. . . , L, define

CTi = Ci − ai

LRTi = Ci − Si

TTi = min(Ci − Si, Ci − Ci−1)

with the initial condition C0 = −∞. TTi is the time between
two consecutive lot exits from the tool, not including idle time.
Computation time is the time needed to calculate the start and
completion times (not including model parameter extraction).

D. Comments on Detailed Simulation Model

We assume that the detailed model (DS) is exact and will
be used as the benchmark for all of our simulations. Hereafter,
we refer to the data obtained from this detailed model (DS)
as our “true data” and call this the “true system”.

To properly validate the DS model, it should be com-
pared to industry data from a production CPT. However, it
is difficult to gain access to data containing detailed aspects
of the CPT configuration, including module process times,
setup times, recipes, robot move times, and so on. Further,
such data would represent a single realization of the CPT
parameters. To our knowledge, we do not know anywhere
in the literature that provides such detailed industry data.
Therefore, we use a detailed model constructed using infor-
mation from [22], which in turn is based on data from the
industry.

With that said, we were able to obtain tool log data for CPT
operation from an industry partner. Tool log data is simply the
advancement of wafers from process to process and does not
include recipe, robot motion, process times and so forth. Note

that this data is reflective of only one set of operating condi-
tions. As a sanity check, we use this tool log data to assess
the relative performance of the models used in this paper; the
results are shown in Section VI. In comparison to true industry
data, the models behave similarly as they do in our simula-
tions. These results give us some comfort that the detailed
simulation may serve as a baseline.

We do not directly include tool availability in our study.
All of the models considered can readily include the two
common tool failure models used in fab-level simulation: non-
preemptive and preemptive. Non-preemptive tool down events
are often used to model preventive maintenance (PM) events.
In this case, a high priority customer is used to model the
PM event. Preemptive tool down events are used to model
unanticipated failures. In this case, the event is modeled by
a complete cessation of production on that tool until the event
is complete. The general effects of both can be predicted in
our studies by increasing the system loading.

Note that we are modeling a single CPT and comparing the
equipment models for this single tool. For a simulator of a fab,
a fleet of such models would be required for a tool group of
CPTs. In that context, the lots may be dedicated to specific
CPTs for process quality and yield prediction purposes.

III. LINEAR AND AFFINE MODELS

Linear models (LM) and affine models (AF) are intuitively
simple and widely used for fab simulation. We use S̃i, C̃i with
a tilde as the start and completion times for lot i obtained
from the model (as opposed to the values obtained from the
true system). Models are first parameterized and then used for
simulation.

LM and AF were not initially intended for tools that allow
multiple lots to receive processing simultaneously in a tool.
However, some studies have extended the basic models to
determine the total production time for a batch of lots (equiva-
lent to the sum of TT for lots processed consecutively). In [6],
the overlap (which we refer to as parallelism) is explored.
They developed a model allowing for constant or variable
overlap between lots in a single cluster tool for total produc-
tion time of a batch. Multi-cluster tools are not considered,
nor do they explicitly study LRT for randomly arriving lots.
Here, we use LM and AF models without overlap, explicitly
give expressions for CT, LRT and TT, and detail exactly how
to parameterize them. However, these models are inherently
handicapped by their inability to properly address parallel
processing of lots.

A. Notation

Before describing the equipment models, we provide the key
notation for the true data and abbreviations in Table II. Most
are self-explanatory; an explanation may help for �(i, w), the
overall wafer index of the w-th wafer in lot i. For example, if
every lot has 25 wafers, the 7th wafer in lot 10 has �(10, 7) =
257; it is the 257th wafer processed on the tool.

B. Description and Parameterization

The parameters for the models are extracted from the start
and completion times of lots (LM) or wafers (AF) obtained
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TABLE II
LIST OF NOTATION AND ABBREVIATIONS

from the true data. Table III “Parameters” row provides the
equations for parameter extraction. Our method uses the indus-
try standard approach (averaging over all available data) which
is preferred as it preserves mean TT values when the model
well matches the system being studied.

The class of lot i is defined as ki ∈ {1, . . . , K} where K is
the number of lot classes. The number of wafers in lot i is
Wi. LM calculates C̃i as a function of Wi. The parameter Ak1

denotes the per wafer throughput time for wafers of class k1
(it does not include idle time between wafers similar to TT).
L(k1) denotes the set of lot indices for all lots in class k1.

AF extends LM to allow a first wafer delay. These Ax + B
models, are more expressive and accurate [30] than LM.

AF can be extended to incorporate setups by allowing the
parameters A and B to depend on lot class. The parameter
Ak1 is the wafer throughput time within a lot for class k1 lots.
The parameter B can be interpreted as the first wafer delay and
may depend on the current lot class (k1) and previous lot class
(k2). This can help to model reticle setups or pre-scan track
setups. In [29], this generalized Bk1,k2 was the most accurate
of the affine models considered; we use it.

For AF, L(k1, k2) is the set indices of lots of class k1 whose
predecessor on the same tool was a lot of class k2. Similarly
to Ci for lot completion times, define F�(i,w) as the wafer
completion time for the w-th wafer in lot i.

C. Simulation

Given the parameter values obtained as detailed in Table III
and the arrival time ai, wafers Wi, and class ki for each lot i,
the models estimate the start S̃i and completion times C̃i as

Fig. 2. Flow line.

in Table III, with ˜C0 = −∞. From these, the simulated ˜CTi,
˜LRTi, and ˜TTi are calculated for each lot i.

IV. FLOW LINE MODELS

A. Overview

Flow lines (FL), see [31], consist of a series of M processes
P1, . . . , PM at which wafers must receive service sequen-
tially. Similarly to ki for lot class, let kw ∈ {1, . . . , K}
denote the class of wafer w (all wafers within a lot have the
same k(w)). There are R(w,m) identical parallel servers ded-
icated to process m for a wafer w with class k(w). Wafers
may receive service from any of these identical servers.
Each server can serve at most one wafer at a time. Wafers
move to the next process as soon as it is available. There
is an infinite buffer prior to the first process. Wafers are
admitted in a first come first served (FCFS) manner. As
discussed in [18] and [32]–[34], intermediate buffers IF and
STK are modeled as parallel servers with zero process time.
See Fig. 2.

A wafer w of class k arrives to the flow line at time aw

with aw ≤ aw+1, similarly to ai for lot arrival times (all wafers
within a lot have the same aw). Each server of process Pm has
a deterministic processing time τ k

m. After service is completed
at a process, the wafer either moves to the next process or
waits at its current position until the next process is available.
After receiving service from all M processes, the wafer exits
the flow line.

The fundamental assumption behind flow line models
for multi-cluster tools is that the tool is process-bound.
Cluster tools, especially CPTs, are often process-bound,
see [35], [36].

We consider two types: a parametric flow line model (PFL)
and an empirical flow line model (EFL). PFL assumes that
the processing times τ k

m are known. EFL is parameterized
using true system wafer advancement data. The progression
of wafers in PFL and EFL is characterized by the elementary
evolution equations (EEEs), see [18], [34], which we extend
to address features of our CPT system. The EEEs are recursive
equations to calculate the entry times of the wafers into each
process, which can then be used to compute the start and exit
times of wafers. See Table IV.

Each class has its own process flow in our CPT; the number
of processes for each class may be different. We add dummy
modules with zero process times in front of the first process
so that the number of processes for each class is equal. This is
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TABLE III
LINEAR AND AFFINE MODEL EQUATIONS

i i i i−1

TABLE IV
PARAMETRIC AND EMPIRICAL FLOW LINE MODEL EQUATIONS

done to simplify the EEEs. Let d(k) be the number of dummy
modules added to the process flow of class k wafers.

In our system, a process may only serve one class of wafer
at a time, regardless of its redundancy. However, this restric-
tion does not apply to the buffers. Let MBC(k) be the set of
process indices corresponding to the buffer stages for process
flow k. Depending on MBC(k) or a change in wafer class,
we define R’(w,m) equal to either the redundancy of process
m or 1, to model this single class processing restriction. See
Table IV.

B. Setups

Our CPT conducts a reticle alignment setup of duration τR

for the first wafer of every lot. We model it as an extension
of this first wafer’s process time in the scanner. We define

τ ′
R(w, m) =

{

τR, w = �(i, 1) and m = B + 1
0, otherwise

This is used to calculate the entry time into process B + 1.
Our CPT can also conduct a pre-scan track setup of duration

τs for the first wafer of a lot when lot class changes, depending
on which setup case is used. Let

τ ′
s(w, m) =

{

τs, k(w) �= k(w − 1)

0, otherwise

Note that the condition k(w) �= k(w−1) ensures that wafer w
is the first wafer of a new lot. Let P be the last pre-scan process
and set P(w) equal P if k(w) �= k(w − 1), and 1 otherwise.
When a pre-scan track setup is performed, the wafer can only

enter the first process once the previous wafer has exited the
last pre-scan process.

If there are no pre-scan track setups, then τ ′
s(w, m) = 0 and

P(w) = 1 for all wafers w and process m.
Throughout, when we simulate with an FL model, the setup

durations for each lot are provided as input to that model.

C. Parametric Model

Although the processing times (PT) are given in a PFL,
they must be modified to account for the robot overhead. We
provide a method to incorporate these essential overheads.

For maximum throughput, a robot must supply a wafer to
the scanner via the pre-scan buffer as soon as possible. The
rate at which the pre-scan buffer is fed is determined by the
penultimate bottleneck process (that is, the slowest process
before the bottleneck). Denote the bottleneck and penultimate
bottleneck process indices as B and PB, respectively. When
a wafer has completed service at PPB, the robot then picks
the wafer, moves to PPB+1, places the wafer, moves to PPB−1,
picks the next wafer, moves to PPB and places it into PPB. This
is the minimum robotic workload. It maximizes the throughput
of the tool and consists of three moves and four pick/places.
At the bottleneck process (scanner), there is a dedicated robot
and there is one less move time. The robot move time and
pick/place time are denoted as δ and ε, respectively. We use
3 s and 1 s, respectively.

For the other processes, when a wafer completes service, the
robot must pick the wafer from its location, move to the next
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TABLE V
PROCESS TIMES FOR PARAMETRIC FLOW LINE

process, and place the wafer into the module. This is the mini-
mum robotic workload to transfer a wafer into the next process
(one move and two pick/places). This overhead is added to the
process times of the other processes, the buffers, and the front
indexer. Dummy modules are kept at their original zero pro-
cess times. Table V shows the modified process times after
the robot overhead has been incorporated into the PFL.

Note that PFL are parameterized only by their given process
time parameters. They do not otherwise require training data.

D. Empirical Model

EFL can be used when the module process times are
unknown and the tool log data is given. The difference between
the start times of wafers in consecutive processes contains pro-
cess time, robot time and delays within a module. Processing
times are calculated as the minimum possible such difference
for all wafers of class k. (One could also use a 10th percentile
or similar.) We define Xw,m as the true entry time of the w-th
wafer into process m. To calculate the last module’s processing
time, Fw is used instead of Xw,m+1.

The bottleneck process time is treated differently. It is set as
the average wafer throughput time from the bottleneck for each
class k over wafers not facing a reticle setup. Expressions for
these estimated process times S(k,m) are provided in Table IV.

Note that EFL may have large errors at high loading levels.
Wafers may always be delayed in certain modules within the
training data. Thus, the correct processing times cannot be
calculated. This can be avoided if each lot class occasionally
is processed on a nearly empty tool (so that the minimum
occupancy times for a wafer are near to the process time plus

robotic overhead). Such a problem was not observed in our
simulations, however.

E. Elementary Evolution Equations

In the true CPT system, each of the two IF buffers can
hold at most one wafer. These buffers are shared between the
pre-scan and post-scan processes. This restriction is relaxed for
both flow line models. We assume that there is one slot for the
inlet buffer (pre-scan track) and one slot for the outlet buffer
(post-scan track). For the stacker (STK) which has a total of
16 buffer slots, we allocate 15 slots for the inlet buffer and
one for the outlet buffer. Let X̃w,m be the estimated entry time
of the w-th wafer into process m. With the above proposed
modifications and allowing for setups, the EEEs are used to
calculate X̃w,m for w = 1, . . . , �(L, WL). The last term within
the max function of the EEEs in Table IV is used to prevent
overtaking. The initial conditions are X̃w,m = −∞ for w < 1
and m = 1, . . . , M. The start and completion times of the lots
are then calculated accordingly.

V. DESIGN OF SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

A. Simulation Overview

The detailed CPT model (DS) is assumed to be exact and
will be used as the baseline for our simulation studies. The
results of the various models will be compared to the DS on
CT, LRT, TT, and computation time. Simulations are run in
JAVA on a computer with an i5-3570 CPU and 16GB of RAM.

We use a Poisson arrival process (but any arrival process
can be used). The class of the next lot is determined based
on the specified train size T, which is the average number of
lots of the same class to be processed in a row. The class of
each lot is determined by a simple Markov chain, whose state
transition probability matrix is

P =
⎡

⎢

⎣

T−1
T

1
2T

1
2T

1
2T

T−1
T

1
2T

1
2T

1
2T

T−1
T

⎤

⎥

⎦

where T is the average train size.
We consider two types of setups: 1) reticle alignment only,

and 2) pre-scan track + reticle alignment setups, which were
detailed previously. We simulate with 15,000 lots, which gives
over a year’s run on the CPT and conduct 30 independent repli-
cations for each simulation case. The tool is initially empty.
There are no tool failures. For all data collection, including
parameter extractions, we discard the first and last 10% of
lots.

We determine the lot arrival rate for a given simulation case
by first finding the CPT’s JIT (just in time) lot throughput. The
detailed model is run five times with ai = 0 for all lots. We
find the average JIT lot throughput. We set the interarrival
times of lots based on a predetermined loading level (with the
JIT throughput set as the 100% loading case).

For each replication, the detailed model is run first to gen-
erate initial input data. This data is used to parameterize the
equipment models. The detailed model is then run again and
these results are used for comparison against the rest of the
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Fig. 3. Simulation process flow diagram.

models. These two phases are called parameter extraction and
model simulation. The computation times do not include the
time used for parameter extraction.

For model simulation, the start and completion times of all
lots are generated and the average ˜CT , ˜LRT , and ˜TT are found.

B. Simulation Types

We consider three types of simulations. See Fig. 3.
• Type I simulations: The exact same data sample used for

parameter extraction is used for simulation.
• Type II simulations: The model parameters are extracted

from one input sample and then we simulate using dif-
ferent realizations of the random input data (e.g., ai)
generated from the same distributions.

• Type III simulations: Model parameters are “trained” on
one sample and then the underlying distributions for the
random variables or some fundamental input parameter
are changed. The models are then simulated using a ran-
dom lot sample generated from these different conditions.
The parameters changed are external to the tool.

Type I simulations allow us to assess the fidelity of the
various models under the best conditions. Type II simula-
tions are useful when trying to make predictions for the tool
performance at its current state of operations. Type III simu-
lations consider changes in operating conditions and address
robustness.

We use Type I simulations at baseline conditions to assess
computation times of the various models.

In Type I and II simulations, seven parameters are varied:
train size, lot size, loading level, pre-scan buffer (STK) size,
penultimate bottleneck process time, pre-scan track module
process times, and different process time profiles. These are
important parameters for CPTs.

In Type III simulations, we vary train size, lot size, and
loading. We also vary the train size and lot size simultaneously.
Reduced lot sizes are anticipated in the future; see [37].

TABLE VI
MODEL COMPUTATION TIMES

Fig. 4. Percent errors in mean cycle time for different train sizes (reticle
alignment setup only).

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We use average train size T = 3, lot sizes of 23, 24,
25 wafers per lot (with probability 0.25, 0.5, 0.25, respec-
tively), and 0.95 loading as our baseline case parameters.
These will be varied individually (mostly) in our studies. The
setup types and IID setup durations are as detailed in the
prequel.

A. Comparison of Computation Times

Table VI lists the average computation times in milliseconds
for the various models using the baseline case parameters in
Type I simulations. The results are very similar for both setup
types. Both FL are very accurate and quite robust with approx-
imately 500 times greater computation than LM and AF. The
FL models are approximately 200 times faster than DS.

B. Type I Simulations

1) Train Size Cases: The average train size was varied from
1.5 to 6 in steps of 0.5. Figs. 4 to 6 provide the percent errors
in average ˜CT , ˜LRT , and ˜TT relative to the true data averages
for the reticle alignment only setup cases. The results of the
second setup case of reticle alignment + pre-scan track setups
are shown in Figs. 7 to 9. LM is not shown as it appears
overlapped with AF; it has slightly worse errors than AF.

For the reticle alignment only case, it can be seen that AF
(and LM) is inaccurate for mean CT and LRT, with percent
errors of approximately 37% and 55%, respectively. This is
because these models do not allow parallelism (two or more
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Fig. 5. Percent errors in mean lot residency time for different train sizes
(reticle alignment setup only).

Fig. 6. Percent errors in mean throughput time for different train sizes (reticle
alignment setup only).

lots in process on the tool simultaneously). The flow line mod-
els are more accurate, with errors up to 3% and 8% for mean
CT and LRT, respectively. PFL is slightly more accurate than
EFL for CT. For mean TT, AF and LM both have errors of
practically zero. This is to be expected as Type I simulations
use the same data sample for both training and simulation and
the models are trained for throughput. This behavior continues
for all Type I simulations for the reticle alignment only cases.
More importantly, PFL and EFL perform extremely well for
mean TT, with errors less than 0.14%.

For the second setup case, LM and AF continue to have high
CT and LRT errors, while the FL models perform well on all
three metrics; see Figs. 7 to 9. Throughout all simulation sets
conducted in this paper, the second setup case shows similar
results as the first setup case, for all Types I, II, and III. We
omit the results of the second setup case for brevity; they show
similar behavior as the first setup case where the FL models
surpass LM and AF on all metrics.

2) Lot Size Cases: The lot sizes were varied from {1, 2,
3} to {23, 24, 25} in increments of 2 (with probabilities
unchanged over the three values). Figs. 10 to 12 provide the
percent errors in average CT, LRT, and TT of the various
models, respectively. LM appears overlapped with AF; it has
slightly worse errors than AF.

Fig. 7. Percent errors in mean cycle time for different train sizes (reticle
alignment + pre-scan track setups).

Fig. 8. Percent errors in mean lot residency time for different train sizes
(reticle alignment + pre-scan track setups).

Fig. 9. Percent errors in mean throughput time for different train sizes (reticle
alignment + pre-scan track setups).

LM and AF seem to be very sensitive to lot sizes; they have
very high errors of up to 280% for CT and 90% for LRT. As
LM and AF are trained on throughput, they have zero errors
for TT. PFL is the most accurate with errors of approximately
3% for CT and 10% for LRT. EFL fares slightly worse than
PFL.

Both models experience a slight degradation in accuracy at
very small lot sizes.
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TABLE VII
SECONDARY METRICS FOR TYPE I – BASELINE LOT CONDITIONS

Fig. 10. Percent errors in mean cycle time for different lot sizes (reticle
alignment setup only).

Fig. 11. Percent errors in mean lot residency time for different lot sizes
(reticle alignment setup only).

3) Type I Simulations for Other Parameters: Similar results
are obtained for other parameters: loading level, STK capac-
ity, penultimate bottleneck process time, pre-scan track module
process times, and different process time profiles. The loading
level was varied from 0.90 to 0.99 and values of 0.80 and
0.85 were also simulated. The STK size (pre-scan buffer) was
varied from 2 to 20. The penultimate bottleneck process time
and pre-scan track module process times were scaled from
40% to 180% of their original values in increments of 20%.
For the last parameter, three different process flows were simu-
lated. The results paint a similar picture, where the FL models
often dominate LM and AF.

4) Type I Simulation Performance (Average vs. Lot by Lot):
Thus far, we have compared the average values. We now

Fig. 12. Percent errors in mean throughput time for different lot sizes (reticle
alignment setup only).

consider the standard deviation, the mean absolute error, and
the error’s standard deviation. Table VII shows these secondary
metrics for our baseline case. One can see that the flow line
models have very low mean absolute errors and error standard
deviations. The standard deviation of each of the metrics are
also close to that of the detailed model. For the linear and
affine models, even for TT (for which they were trained on),
the absolute error and standard deviation is relatively high.
This behavior continues for all parameter sets considered.

C. Type II Simulations

Type II simulations study model performance when the
simulation and training data use different realizations of the
random variables (e.g., ai) with all underlying parameters held
constant. The results are similar to the Type I simulations with
slightly higher errors and higher variability. For brevity, we do
not provide the details.

D. Type III Simulations

In Type III simulations, the models are first trained on
data obtained from one set of input parameters and then sim-
ulated with a different set of parameters. These allow us to
assess the robustness of the models to changing conditions.
For train size, the models were trained with train sizes of 1.5,
3, and 6 and simulated with varying train sizes from 1.5 to 6.
For lot size, the models were trained with lot sizes {3, 4, 5},
{13, 14, 15}, {23, 24, 25} and simulated against varying lot
sizes. In the third case, the models were trained on loading
levels of 0.85, 0.95, and 0.99 and simulated at different load-
ing levels. Finally, the models were trained on a train size of
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Fig. 13. Percent errors of mean cycle time for different lot sizes. Models
are parameterized with lot sizes {23, 24, 25}.

Fig. 14. Percent errors in mean lot residency time for different lot sizes.
Models are parameterized with lot sizes {23, 24, 25}.

Fig. 15. Percent errors in mean throughput time for different lot sizes. Models
are parameterized with lot sizes {23, 24, 25}.

6 and lot size of {23, 24, 25} and simulated with a train size
of 3 and varying lot sizes of {1, 2, 3} to {23, 24, 25}. Note
that the parameters adjusted are external to the tool. Again, we
only show the results of the first setup case with only reticle
alignment setups.

The Type III simulations reveal the limitations of LM and
AF. Figs. 13 to 15 show the percent errors in average CT, LRT,
and TT of the various models when they are trained at lot sizes

Fig. 16. Percent errors of mean cycle time for different loading levels.
Models are parameterized with 0.95 loading.

Fig. 17. Percent errors in mean lot residency time for different loading levels.
Models are parameterized with 0.95 loading.

of {23, 24, 25}. Both LM and AF have very high errors on all
three metrics: up to 80% for LM and 70% for AF. Even for
TT, LM and AF have errors up to 60% and 80%, respectively.
PFL and EFL predict all three metrics accurately, with errors
less than 4% for CT, 7% for LRT, and 2.5% for TT.

Figs. 16 to 18 show the percent errors in mean CT, LRT,
and TT when the models are trained at 0.95 loading. LM is
not shown for ease of illustration; it has slightly worse errors
than AF. LM and AF again perform poorly, with errors of up
to 160% for CT, 55% for LRT, and 5% for TT.

FL models are clearly more accurate and robust to changes
than the LM and AF models on all three metrics.

The other Type III simulations are similar.

E. Detailed Model Validation

As discussed in Section II, the models were compared
against tool log data obtained from industry, to serve as a san-
ity check for our detailed model. The industry data consists of
wafer advancement from process to process inside the CPT. It
includes random reticle setup times and possibly other random
events experienced between advancement from process to pro-
cess. LM, AF, and EFL were trained on this tool log data and
then simulated against the same data, as in our Type I simula-
tions. The results are shown in Table VIII. PFL is not included
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TABLE VIII
MODEL PERFORMANCE WITH REAL CPT DATA (TYPE I)

Fig. 18. Percent errors in mean throughput time for different loading levels.
Models are parameterized with 0.95 loading.

as it uses parametric data derived from tool parameters. CT
is also not used as we do not have lot arrival data. The units
are seconds/lot, as before. Since the data is from a CPT with
a different configuration than our DS, the data values are nat-
urally different from those in the previous studies. We focus
on errors and other secondary metrics.

The Table VIII results are similar to our Type I results. LM
and AF have LRT errors of 50%, while EFL has errors of
3%. For TT, LM and AF have close to zero errors (as they are
trained on throughput) and EFL has errors of approximately
0.5%. The secondary metrics also paint a similar picture,
with EFL having lower absolute errors and error standard
deviations.

When trained on the industry data, the LM, AF and EFL
models exhibit errors similar to those of our previous Type I
studies. We consider this encouraging in the sense that our DS
model and the industry data give the same results. It serves to
provide some validation for our DS model.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have developed extensions to, provided detailed param-
eterization and simulation equations for, and assessed the
behavior of linear, affine, and flow line models of CPTs for
use in fab-level simulation. We explored fidelity, robustness,
expressive capability and computation times.

In particular, we developed an extension to the affine model
and detailed how to extract process time parameters for flow
line models given raw data from a CPT. We proposed a method
to construct flow lines from tool log data and consider both
parametric and empirical flow lines for our studies. The model

predictions for cycle time, lot residency time and through-
put time were compared to those from a detailed CPT model.
Linear and affine models – which are trained intentionally to
match throughput time – do not well model the cycle time and
lot residency time (even when these models are fed the exact
same data used for their parameter extraction). Flow line mod-
els were accurate on all metrics considered, frequently with
less than 2% error for CT, 9% for LRT, and 0.5% for TT.

We explored the robustness of the models. The accuracy
of linear and affine models degrades when used in conditions
that deviate from their training data. Flow line models are
much less sensitive to such changes. We recommend using
parametric flow lines if possible and empirical flow lines if
processing times are unavailable.

The tradeoff between fidelity and computation times was
explored. Flow lines are about 200 times less computationally
demanding than the detailed model. Linear and affine models
are about 500 times less computationally complex than flow
line models.

In the future, extending the work of [6] to the case of
multi-cluster tools by incorporating parallel lot processing
into those models would improve their accuracy (but robust-
ness could still be a concern). In addition, instead of using
computation times, the algorithmic complexity of the models
could be analyzed to prove their exact computational require-
ments. Further, one could develop new non-linear models
that improve upon the current affine models. Is it possible
to develop a model that is nearly as accurate as the flow lines
while retaining the excellent computational requirements of
affine models and simultaneously be robust to changing fab
conditions?
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